Clearwater Secondary
Newsletter
April 25th 202

Giving Back to the Communit

Hello Parents
This week we had an opportunity to give back to the community that whole heartedly
supports us when we ask. Evergreen Acres put out a call for help in moving their gardens,
Mrs. G and a number of students gladly answered the call, lending both skill and muscle to
the job. We welcome opportunities such as these for a number of reasons.
The rst reason is that it lets us give back. One of the things that I share with Board Of ce
staff when they ask about Clearwater is the incredible support the school receives from the
community in the form of scholarships, grants, donations from small business, and help in
fund raising when we are need. Without this support the school would not be able to offer as
many opportunities to our students. Some of the support we receive is truly mind-blowing, I
think back to the support when we needed to get to the soccer provincials, the donation from
the Sikh Temple, the grants from the Community Forest, and the small businesses that always
offer to help when we ask.
The second reason these opportunities are welcomed is that giving back to community is
actually part of our curriculum. The Core Competencies include Communication, Critical
and Creative Thinking, Collaboration, and Social Responsibility. Contributing to community
allows our students to see how they can demonstrate Social Responsibility and hopefully
fosters this mindset in our graduates.
https://www.curriculum.gov.bc.ca/competencies/personal-and-social

Clearwater Secondary is thankful for the chance to give back

Darren Coates, Principa
dcoates@sd73.bc.ca
Of ce 250 674 332
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Photos from Evergreen Acres
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Upcoming Date

Monday April 26th
• Professional development day, no classes.
• Teachers will be attending a variety of workshops offered by the teachers union.
• As a school we are still focusing on the use of frequent formative assessment and clear
success criteria

Friday April 30t
• Deadline to submit the CSS scholarship packag
• Report Cards hom

Friday May 21s
• Professional development day, no classes
• Staff will be continuing to focus on staff learning that supports our Foundational Learning
goal

June 4t
• Grad deadlin
• To be eligible to participate in graduation ceremonies, students need to be passing all face
to face courses required for graduation and be 75% done any online courses required for
graduation
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Empower He
With the help of Trustee Sim we secured funding to bring the Empower Her program to CSS.
This is a program that was previously only offered in Kamloops but is now being offered in
Clearwater. The program is for girls by women and is led by Mrs. Giesbrecht and Mrs. Meyer.
The sessions work on building healthy attitudes, skills, and habits. Sessions to date have
included workshops on body image, assertive communication, nutrition, and self defence.
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Drafting and Design Photo
Students are still learning the basics in our shops, measuring, cutting, joinery, welding etc.
They also have access to a rich digital tool set and teachers who are knowledgeable in their
application, tools that are now commonly used in the manufacturing sector. Below is Katie
who designed and then printed a working one piston motor that actually works. Super cool.
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Drafting and Design Photo
Below is Alex who designed and then cut out an amazing set of gear that takes a steady input
and outputs a variable rpm. This design is based on existing design principles for gears but
this iteration is entirely his own. The process took a number of iterations but was amazing to
see working at the end.
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